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Abstract The intensity and occurrence of extreme

weather events are expected to change with climate

change. This change necessitates adaptive responses to

extreme events, which need to take into account different

societal perspectives, in order to be robust. In this paper,

we explore the perspectives of different social actors in the

Netherlands with respect to extreme weather events and

ways to adapt to these events. The paper reports on a set of

41 interviews, using the repertory grid technique. The

results were analyzed, to identify (a) the perspectives that

stakeholders hold as most important for adaptation to

extreme weather events; (b) the determinants of differences

in perspectives. We find six different perspectives, all of

which prioritize different adaptive actions. Producing

robust adaptive responses which include different per-

spectives is therefore not a straightforward matter and is

likely to result in win–lose situations. Further, differences

in perspectives were not closely related to different sectors

the interviewees belonged to. Thus, the traditional

approach of involving different sectors to discuss and

produce adaptation measures may be too limiting and

needs to be supplemented to involving actors with different

perspectives. The level of concern and level of information

influenced the ways interviewees perceive adaptation pri-

orities for extreme weather events. Participation in infor-

mation events does not always result in perceived need to

prepare for extreme events, something that adaptation

communication needs to take into account.

Keywords Extreme weather � Perspectives � Adaptation �
Repertory grid � The Netherlands

Introduction

Climate change is expected to have an impact on the

likelihood of the occurrence and duration of extreme

weather events, such as extreme precipitation, heat waves

and extreme drought, but possibly also snow storms, tor-

nadoes and hail; however, the uncertainties involved in

these projections are large, in particular for small-scale

phenomena such as extreme precipitation, tornadoes (IPCC

2011). For the Netherlands, the Royal Netherlands Mete-

orological Institute (KNMI) developed four scenarios, each

describing a possible future climate within the range of

climate-model scenarios of the CMIP3 project (Van den

Hurk et al. 2006; Meehl et al. 2007). According to all

KNMI’06 scenarios, temperature increases in winter and

summer with respect to current climate. For winter, this

means less frost and less likelihood of snow, and for

summer, this means a greater likelihood of heat waves

occurring with possible extreme temperatures (Van den

Hurk et al. 2006). All scenarios show that in winter, pre-

cipitation will increase, with the largest increase being

when the atmospheric circulation becomes more westerly.

Because temperatures also increase, this precipitation will
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imply more rain. For summer, the scenarios with a more

westerly circulation give a decrease in precipitation,

whereas an unchanged circulation leads to wetter summers.

In all scenarios, the amount of rain per precipitation event

will increase leading to more extreme rainfall events. It is

unclear how wind speed or storms will change in the future,

because there is a large natural variability in wind speed. In

a recent study, no changes of extreme storm changes were

found (Katsman et al. 2011).

Understanding the way that individuals relate to and

view these extreme weather events is a necessary pre-

condition of developing robust and adequate strategies of

adapting to extreme weather events. Robust adaptation

measures are defined as independent from different climate

change scenarios and as such likely to create win–win

solutions (Dessai and Hulme 2004). It is widely agreed that

robust adaptation measures need to be developed together

with involved social actors, taking into account their per-

spectives, needs and values (Valkering et al. 2011; Dessai

and Hulme 2004; Otto-Banaszak et al. 2011). Identifying

the perspectives and priorities of social actors on adapta-

tion measures for extreme weather events is, therefore, of

key importance for the success of these adaptation mea-

sures (Pahl-Wostl 2002). The current paper investigates the

perspectives of social actors from different economic sec-

tors in the Netherlands with respect to adaptation priorities

vis-à-vis extreme weather events.

The paper reports on a recent study among Dutch social

actors in various relevant sectors. Differences in the per-

spectives of social actors on weather extremes can be related

to the actors’ affiliation to specific economic sectors. The

assumption so far is that most adaptation plans, measures and

policies need to be specific to each socioeconomic sector (de

Bruin et al. 2009). Therefore, involving sector-specific

stakeholders seems to be the norm in designing adaptation

governance, for instance in the UK Climate Impacts Pro-

gramme and elsewhere (Ford et al. 2010; Reyer et al. forth-

coming; Battaglini et al. 2009). However, as yet the predictive

value of the actors’ affiliation with specific sectors for their

perspectives on the risks of weather extremes has not been

firmly established (Lowe and Lorenzoni 2007). It may be the

case that differences between perspectives cannot be reduced

to simple categories such as differences between economic

sectors. Consequently, if the sectoral approach is pursued, it

may become more difficult to reach convergence on robust

adaptation measures. The problems may turn out to be

unstructured, that is, featured by uncertainty or even contro-

versy with respect to the relevance of both knowledge (sci-

entific and practical) and values (Hoppe and Hisschemöller

2001).

This can be examined through a research approach that

focuses on identifying the underlying broader perspectives

that shape social actors’ views and opinions rather than

focusing on (volatile) opinions and preferences (Hiss-

chemöller and Midden 1999). Such research approach

needs to be bottom-up as to avoid ex ante assumptions

linking stakeholder views or biases to certain groups or

categories, for example, professional affiliation, concern or

level of knowledge (van de Kerkhof et al. 2009).

This paper uses such an approach, with the repertory

grid technique from construct psychology (Kelly 1955). It

addresses the following research questions:Which per-

spectives on extreme weather events and adaptation are

considered the most important by different social actors in

the Netherlands? To what extent do actors’ perspectives

correlate to actor characteristics, such as their affiliation

with specific sectors, level of concern and knowledge?

Analytical framework

By ‘‘perspectives,’’ we refer to underlying frames or belief

systems that stakeholders use to make sense of their own

observations and experiences. Perspectives structure

human observations and help people to make sense of their

environment. The perspectives we hold often function as

filters for new information and knowledge we acquire,

which has been recognized and studied extensively in

studies of framing environmental (and other social) prob-

lems (Hoppe and Hisschemöller 2001; de Boer et al. 2010;

Taylor et al. 1988; Hisschemöller 2005). Extreme weather

events are by definition low probability but high impact

weather events. We expect mostly negative perspectives,

that is, that individuals associate mostly risks (and not

opportunities) with such events, and their impacts, but do

not preclude positive images as well. The perspectives that

are the most important when considering adaptation, link

the phenomenon under study, here extreme weather events,

with possible solutions or human preventive actions.

Therefore, the perspectives we aim to investigate are

broader underlying belief systems of individuals and not

narrowly defined risk perceptions. Perceptions of climate

risk can be understood as perceived seriousness and like-

lihood of harm resulting from climate change (Patt and

Schröter 2008). Even though they are important in identi-

fying how individuals view climate risks, they are also

expected to be influenced by heuristics and biases, and thus

to be volatile to recently experienced extremes, among

other things (Patt and Schröter 2008). We are interested in

broader categories including personal relation to the

weather extremes, possible risks but also benefits, as well

as possibilities for adaptation. These broader categories

include elements that individuals themselves find as rele-

vant for weather extremes (i.e., risks and benefits, impacts,

adaptation solutions, human action) and not only or

exclusively risks.
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Personal construct theory, introduced in construct psy-

chology (Kelly 1955), provides the framework of our

study. The fundamental assumption of this framework, and

the method associated, repertory grid technique, is that our

different perspectives on a topic, for example, extreme

weather events, can be identified as bipolar constructs: that

is, dichotomies that we use to distinguish different types of

extreme weather and relate them to our personal world

(e.g., dangerous for me vs. not dangerous; wet vs. dry,

etc.). According to the personal construct theory, we make

sense of a situation by noting what it is like, and at the

same time what it is different to (Fransella et al. 2004).

Constructs are a result of one’s experiences and examina-

tion of people and places. In addition, they frame how

individuals view their world and experiences.

There are various reasons for involving social actors in

environmental policymaking. For adaptation governance,

one major reason is that stakeholders possess the kind of

knowledge that is often referred to as tacit, local or prac-

tical knowledge, which is supposed to make a contribution

to policymaking in addition to formal scientific knowledge

(Ziervogel et al. 2006). In practice, when social actors are

consulted, it is often done through formal ‘‘stakeholders’’

as high-level representatives of sectoral interests (Vasi-

leiadou 2012; Vasileiadou and Tuinstra 2012). Going

beyond this narrow conception of stakeholders, our study

addresses both high- and lower-level practitioners.

Even though including social actors have been empha-

sized in adaptation to extreme events studies, perspectives

are under-researched and also under-utilized for adaptation

governance. For instance, a previous study emphasized the

need for broader mapping of societal perspectives on

adaptation as a starting point for designing adaptation

measures (Valkering et al. 2011). Yet the same study

involved participants who reflected similar perspectives,

instead of allowing of diversity of perspectives. Further,

studies suggest that there are potential conflicts between

adaptation measures (Reyer et al. forthcoming) and con-

flicting views underlying how climate change is concep-

tualized (Buys et al. 2012). Nevertheless, the suggestion

that different societal actors prioritize different adaptive

responses is not been taken as a starting point for designing

adaptive responses, nor is it understood as a potential

barrier to adaptive action (Runhaar et al. forthcoming).

Differences in perspectives may very well suggest that

there may be winners and losers from adaptive action, and

that adaptation is not always or cannot be a win–win

strategy across a whole society.

The following were included in the study as potential

determinants of differences in perspectives. As there is a

gap in our understanding of broader perspectives of

extreme weather events, we draw on literature from climate

risk perception on these possible determinants.

Involvement in sectors

We wonder as to whether individuals from different sectors

would have different perspectives on extreme weather

events and priorities of adaptation.

In a series of interviews with climate change experts

about their perceptions of climate change, Lowe and Lo-

renzoni did not find any influence of institutional affiliation

on these perceptions (Lowe and Lorenzoni 2007). How-

ever, as stated in the introduction, in most countries, cli-

mate change adaptation plans are developed with a sectoral

approach (Keskitalo et al. 2012).

Involvement in (previous) events and workshops

We want to know whether individuals who have been

involved in climate change adaptation workshops or events

would hold similar perspectives, drawing upon formal

knowledge obtained from reports and oral presentations,

whereas those who did not participate would draw more upon

tacit knowledge and personal experience. Even though

workshops and communication events are common in

developing adaptation policies, at least in western countries

(Rosenzweig et al. 2011; Eakin and Patt 2011), their impact on

how participants view extreme weather is not yet established.

For instance with respect to flood risk, very few studies have

examined the link between flood risk communication and

flood individual risk perception (Kellens et al. 2012). There is

some indication that risk communication (for instance through

workshops and focus groups) has only weak effects on the

flood risk perceptions of individuals (Terpstra et al. 2009).

Level of information

We like to find out as to whether different level of infor-

mation among interviewees correlates to differences in

perspectives on extreme weather events. Previously, it was

suggested that the amount of information of individuals is

one of the determinants of experienced or perceived dan-

gerous climate change (Dessai et al. 2004). A review of

flood risk perception research by Kellens et al. (2012)

indeed observes that a lack of knowledge about floods is

associated with lower individual flood risk perceptions.

Level of concern

We want to examine whether different levels of concern

among interviewees correlate to differences in perspectives

on extreme weather. The (self-reported) information about

climate change was identified as a factor influencing con-

cern with respect to climate change (Kellstedt et al. 2008):

the more individuals felt they were informed about climate

change, the less concerned they were. Kellstedt et al.
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(2008) explain this by suggesting that those more informed

about climate change probably also trust science and sci-

entists to find a solution for climate change.

Method

Methodological framework

The methodology used in this paper is a non-steering open

interview technique called repertory grid technique, intro-

duced in construct psychology (Kelly 1955), and more

recently applied in environmental studies (van der Sluijs

et al. 2001; van de Kerkhof et al. 2009). The repertory grid

technique uncovers the bipolar constructs that individuals

use to understand and relate to a topic, here extreme

weather events. The identification of these constructs, or

perspectives, can be elicited by the interviewees them-

selves, using as probing devices the so-called elements:

instances of the topic under investigation. As elements in

the subsequent study, we selected fifteen photographs of

extreme weather events and their impacts, shown in Fig. 1.

We used photographs, because they convey more infor-

mation to the respondents than sentences or words.

Thus, the expected constructs could be more complex and

varied.

The photographs were selected by the team and are rep-

resentative of the extreme weather events expected in the

Netherlands. In addition, to facilitate bottom-up elicitation,

we tried to be as broad in our choice as possible, for instance

having photographs depicting both urban environment (Pho-

tograph 2) as well as country side (Photograph 11, Photograph

15); also having photographs depicting problems (e.g., Pho-

tograph 5) as well as possible opportunities (Photograph 12).

Further, some photographs were selected with an eye to the

specific sectors we wanted to investigate, for instance Pho-

tographs 6 and 7 relate to transportation, Photograph 12 relates

to the hospitality sector. Practical reasons (high resolution,

clear colors, size) also played a role in the selection process.

Previous research suggests that 15–25 interviews can

bring about saturation of unique constructs (Dunn 2001), as

there is, according to the underlying theory, a limited

amount of constructs individuals use for any given topic

(Fransella et al. 2004). Another advantage of the method is

the bottom-up elicitation of the constructs, using as only

probe from the interviewer the elements (be it photographs,

as in our case, words, sentences, etc.).

Procedure

During the interview, each respondent was asked to select

three random photographs, facing upside-down, and to

Fig. 1 Photographs of extreme weather and their impacts, used as elements for the repertory grid
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compare them, the question being: ‘‘To what extent are two

of these phenomena similar and different from the third?’’

The answer to this question provided a bipolar construct,

such as ‘‘no economic impact–great economic impact.’’ The

respondents were allowed to come up with more than one

answer to a particular set of photographs, thus allowing

multiple constructs to be identified by a single triplet of

photographs. This process went on until the photographs

were finished, and the respondent had no constructs to add.

The respondent was then invited to select the three con-

structs that he/she considered the most important, ‘‘taking

into account adaptation to extreme weather events.’’ Fol-

lowing this selection, the respondent ranked all photographs

(elements) on a 1–7 scale, according to their position in each

of the three prioritized constructs. So if the construct was

‘‘no economic impact versus great economic impact,’’ the

scale would be 1 = ‘‘no economic impact,’’ 7 = ‘‘great

economic impact,’’ and all the photographs would be given a

number between 1 and 7 by the interviewee.

In addition, the respondents were asked a number of

additional questions on their self-reported level of infor-

mation about extreme weather, their level of concern about

extreme weather, as well as their involvement in prior

events and workshops related to climate change or extreme

weather events. We did not ask any questions related to the

nature of the communication events they participated.

Analysis

First, we conducted factor analysis (Principal Component

Analysis-PCA) of the prioritized constructs against the

rankings of the fifteen photographs (rows), to identify the

perspectives on extremes. PCA is the standard method to

analyze numerical repertory grid data (Fransella et al.

2004; Jankowicz 2004).

Second, we identified whether the sectors, the level of

concern (1–7 scale), the level of information (1–7 scale)

and participation in prior events (yes–no) were shaping the

different perspectives that emerged. We used the percent-

ages of constructs in these categories (each sector, level of

information, etc.) to provide an indication of the random

distribution.

Sectors and participants

We focused on the following sectors (number of intervie-

wees from each sector in parenthesis): public health (6),

crisis management (5), water sector (6), hospitality sector

(hotels, restaurants and cafes) (6), tourism and recreation

(9), urban transportation (5), vulnerable individuals (small

children and older people) (4). The first three sectors were

selected because of their primary role in responding to

extreme weather events and are thus involved in adaptation

to extreme events through their expertise. The following

three (hospitality, urban transport and tourism and recrea-

tion) are economically vital sectors for urban areas in the

Netherlands, especially Amsterdam, that are affected by

extreme weather events. Vulnerable individuals were

examined because they are among the most affected in the

case of any extreme weather event (young children, older

citizens); yet, because of lack of formal organization, they

are rarely taken into account as social actors. We inter-

viewed two individuals from organizations focused on

small children below the age of four (organization for

childcare facilities; organization for small children and

public health), and two pensioners (a representative of an

older people’s association and a pensioner engaged in

community work in the neighborhood).

Previous research has suggested that a person’s physical

location was an important determinant of climate change

risk perception, especially given the fact that climate

change impacts will be highly regional (Brody et al. 2008).

Most of our interviewees work in, or close to, the city of

Amsterdam, and thus, the perspectives tend to be urban.

For instance, there was only no construct related to impact

of extreme weather on agriculture.

The selection of sectors or interviewees in the sector

did not follow the logic of representative sampling. The

selection of the sectors was, on the one hand, related to

our aim for designing adaptation strategies, as we made

sure all relevant sectors were involved (e.g., crisis man-

agement). In addition, we tried to ensure the ‘‘maximum

variety’’ within each sector by interviewing directors of

institutes and simple employees alike. Our strategy is

similar to that in previous studies of repertory grid (Home

et al. 2010). We contacted relevant organizations and

actors from the selected sectors at random, explaining the

purpose of the study and the procedure. We interviewed

the individuals that were interested in participating and

contacted us back. This may have created a bias toward

participants who were interested in the topic (adaptation

to extreme events).

The interview protocol and the repertory grid were first

piloted using four environmental studies researchers as in-

terviewees. This allowed us to adjust the phrasing in some

questions and change some of the photographs. The inter-

views took place in March–June 2011. We note that the

preceding winter had been extremely cold in the Nether-

lands, and especially the month of January with long period

of snowfall. This may have played a role in the identification

of some constructs, due to the availability heuristic, through

which interviewees remember well weather extremes they

experienced recently (Tversky and Kahneman 1974).

However, the variety in the extremes in the photographs, and

the random selection of photographs is expected to minimize

the impact of the availability heuristic.
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Results

Here, we first present the results of the statistical analyses

(PCA), which aim to identify the different perspectives.

The next section examines the determinants of differences

in perspectives.

Factor analysis

The analysis in this section was conducted with PCA

(Varimax Rotation) on the 121 ranked constructs against

all 15 photographs (elements).

We focus on the first six components out of the total

fourteen, which explain for 73 % of the variance. Table 1

shows the labels we give to these components, which

provide the operationalization of our perspectives. Their

interpretation is given below, based on the constructs that

loaded high on each component. Each perspective (com-

ponent) includes the following elements: (a) typical char-

acter of the event; (b) typical kind of impact and (c) some

notion of (need for) action to be taken.

Perspective 1, ‘‘Very disastrous, rescue needed,’’ con-

tains 21 constructs1 that were brought up by 12 intervie-

wees. The typical event in this perspective is sudden, very

disastrous and dangerous. It is described as ‘‘violent,’’

something you cannot do anything about, as opposed to

peaceful and calm. Such an event is likely to have a short

duration, and its impacts are typically local; it is more

disastrous and long-lasting when it affects a city rather than

the countryside. Its victims are in despair and afraid; they

do not see a solution. This is not a nice place to visit, and

the local hospitality sector is expected to lose a lot of

customers. Interestingly, this type of events does not relate

to serious (long term) health risks. Its focus is on sudden

catastrophe with victims in need of urgent help (rescue).

Exemplary constructs here are ‘‘very disastrous versus least

disastrous’’; ‘‘rescue needed fast versus help can wait’’;

‘‘violent versus peaceful and calm’’, ‘‘short-term event

versus long-term event’’.

Perspective 2, labeled as ‘‘New versus old extremes’’,

contains 16 constructs, mentioned by 13 interviewees. This

component turns out to be very stable in the analysis: if we

manipulate (e.g., diminish) the number of factors, this

component comes out again. The perspective concentrates

on the differences between extreme hot (summer, dry) and

extreme cold (winter, wet) weather. The typical feature of

annoying winter weather is its impact on transportation,

namely that it gets slippery. This impact may be long-

lasting, but people normally would not need help. We are

acquainted with this type of weather extremes. On the

contrary, extreme heat is (as for the Netherlands) a rela-

tively recent phenomenon, which people are not familiar

with and which causes drought and health problems,

especially during summer. It is the type of event where

help is needed. Moreover, whereas extreme cold is asso-

ciated with just one array of problems (constraints on

transport), extreme heat is associated with 0multiple

themes0. The interviewees did not come up with specific

examples of measures or options that would address
0multiple themes0 weather extremes. Typical constructs in

this component are ‘‘high temperatures, heat versus low

temperatures, cold’’; ‘‘no impact on transportation versus

maximum impact on transportation’’; ‘‘happens the recent

years versus happens since long.’’

Perspective 3 is labeled ‘‘Prepare for (material) damage’’

and includes 12 constructs, brought up by 8 interviewees. In

some ways, it contrasts with perspective 2 as it focuses on

typical Dutch weather extremes, especially storms. Storms

and many other weather extremes are caused by nature rather

than humans, and they can have dangerous consequences, as

they cause damage to infrastructure and buildings. Many of

the impacts cannot be dealt with at personal level, some of

them can. Hence, preparatory measures need to be taken in so

far this is possible, for example, the protection of infrastruc-

ture or stronger building regulations. Exemplary constructs in

this perspective are ‘‘damage to electricity versus no damage

to electricity’’; ‘‘we need to prepare in advance versus no need

to prepare’’; ‘‘cases maximal damage versus causes no

damage.’’

Perspective 4, labeled as ‘‘People involved,’’ consists of

10 constructs, mentioned by 4 interviewees. This

Table 1 Typology of perspectives on extreme events, based on PCA

Component % of variancea Perspectives Initial eigenvalues

Component 1 16 Very disastrous, rescue needed 31.9

Component 2 15 New versus old weather extremes 26.2

Component 3 12 Prepare for (material) damage 11.5

Component 4 12 People involved 10.2

Component 5 12 Beyond imagination 7.3

Component 6 6 Natural resources management 6.7

a Rotation sums of Squared loadings

1 We take into account constructs that load 0.6 or higher in each

component.
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perspective is different from the others as it does not

concentrate on any particular type of event, for example

(sudden), storm or heat wave, nor on any particular type

of human reaction (e.g., fear). It focuses on extreme

events that occur infrequently and are dangerous in terms

of their impacts. In contrast to perspective 3, this per-

spective acknowledges that many weather extremes or

their impacts are more or less induced by humans. The

involvement of persons is central in this argument, even

though in different roles. Although it recognizes persons

in their capacity of bringing help, it considers people

primarily as victims. In fact, it distinguishes different

types of impacts on (groups of) people like health risk,

people threatened in their home environment, social dis-

ruption and, simultaneously, severe impact on nature.

Exemplary constructs here are ‘‘health impacts versus no

health impacts’’; ‘‘induced by humans versus not induced

by humans’’; ‘‘people respond with help versus no

response with help.’’

Perspective 5, which we labeled ‘‘Beyond Imagination,’’

includes 13 constructs, mentioned by 8 interviewees. Like

perspective 4, it focuses on extreme events that happen

infrequently. They are supposed to be catastrophic disas-

ters, because of their dangerous consequences, that is, their

impact on the daily lives of people and the huge costs of

material damage. Some of the weather extremes are not

(yet) known (in the Netherlands). But even if they are

known, people hardly take them into account in their daily

outdoor activities. In a sense, it is difficult to interpret the

unique message hidden in this component. On the one

hand, we learn that people might try to prepare themselves,

if they would be aware of the things going to happen. On

the other hand, however, it maybe anyhow impossible to

intervene in an event that is beyond imagination. Typical

constructs in this perspective are ‘‘extreme versus not

extreme’’; ‘‘complete disaster versus pleasant circum-

stances’’; ‘‘not possible to intervene versus possible to

intervene.’’

Perspective 6, ‘‘Natural resources management’’

includes 5 constructs, brought up by 3 interviewees. Nei-

ther of these specifies the extreme weather events them-

selves. Three relate to problems that extreme events can

cause as regards natural resources, that is, water shortage,

flooding and threat to food production. In these cases,

spatial planning requires complex (as opposed to simple)

adaptation measures. Exemplary constructs in this per-

spective are ‘‘related to water (shortage) versus not related

to water (shortage)’’; ‘‘threat to food production versus no

threat to food production’’; ‘‘spatial management needed

versus no spatial management needed.’’

Table 2 presents the photographs that ranked the highest

and the lowest in each perspective: these help contextualize

the perspectives.

Determinants of perspectives

We tested as determinants of these perspectives the sector,

level of concern, level of information and the prior par-

ticipation to events. Concern and information were mea-

sured on a 1–7 scale; we re-coded both variables as BA

(=Below Average and Average) values 1–4; and AA

(=Above Average) values 5–7. In the cells, we indicate the

percentage of constructs mentioned by respondents which

had above average level of concern and above average

level of information.

Table 3 presents the additional analyses. Column 2

shows the sectors of the respondents that mentioned con-

structs which loaded higher than 0.6 in each component. In

column 3, we group together the sectors that are primarily

affected by weather extremes (urban transport, hospitality

sector, tourism, vulnerable individuals) versus the sectors

that primarily respond to extreme events (crisis manage-

ment, public health, water sector). Column 4 shows the

percent of constructs brought up by interviewees with

above average level of concern, which were in total 44 %.

Column 5 shows the percent of constructs mentioned by

interviewees with above average level of information,

which were in total 55 %. Column 6 shows the percent of

constructs mentioned by interviewees with prior partici-

pation in events related to climate change or extreme

weather events, which were in total 41 %. In the last three

columns, we use bold typeset to indicate the numbers well

above or below the percentage expected.

Table 3 suggests that all four variables (sectors, level of

concern, level of information and prior participation in

events) play a role in the identified perspectives, albeit to a

different extent. With respect to the different sectors, most

perspectives are cross-sectoral, but some sectors are rep-

resented more than others. Perspective 4, which relates to

the involvement of people, either as victims or in their

capacity to provide help, is, expectedly, comprised mostly

by constructs from individuals in the crisis and water

sectors, whose jobs related to saving human lives (crisis),

and health risks (water sector). Surprisingly enough, con-

structs from the public health sector are absent in that

perspective. The sixth perspective related to impacts on

natural resources management is comprised exclusively

from constructs of interviewees in the health sector, which

makes it the only component from one sector. In per-

spectives 1, 3 and 5, sectors do not seem the defining factor

shaping the components identified.

More informative than the actual sectors is the distinc-

tion whether individuals are primarily affected by extreme

weather or have to respond with professional action. In the

first two perspectives, individuals who are mostly affected

by extreme weather are over-represented. Professionals

responding to extreme weather events were, naturally,
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over-represented in perspective 4, about the role of humans

involved, as well as the last perspective on natural

resources management.

With respect to the level of concern, interviewees with

above average level of concern for extreme weather events

score a lot of constructs on the components related to

‘‘New versus old weather extremes’’ (component 2) and

‘‘Beyond imagination’’ (component 5). The high level of

concern would relate, in that case, to extreme heat waves

(component 2) and to unimaginable disasters (such as

flood, fire because of heat wave and hurricane). The per-

spectives ‘‘People involved’’ and ‘‘Natural resources

management’’ are comprised exclusively of constructs

from interviewees with below average level of concern. In

general, the level of concern plays a more important role in

differences between the perspectives, than sectors.

The level of information seems to play a less important

role in the shaping of perspectives. Highly informed indi-

viduals are overrepresented in the perspectives ‘‘People

involved,’’ as discussed above, and ‘‘Beyond imagination.’’

Finally, participation in prior events seems to be the

most influential factor in the shaping of perspectives. In-

terviewees with prior participation in previous workshops

are underrepresented in the first three perspectives, com-

prised of relatively common sense categories, whereas they

are overrepresented in the last three perspectives which go

beyond common knowledge and ways of thinking about

extreme weather events. It is, however, noteworthy that

they are also underrepresented in the perspective which is

mostly concerned with the need to prepare (perspective 3).

Discussion

In this paper, we investigate the perspectives on extreme

weather events that are prioritized with respect to adapta-

tion by different social actors in the Netherlands, and the

extent to which different actor characteristics correlate to

differences in these perspectives. We identify six prevalent

perspectives which interviewees prioritize for adaptation to

extreme weather events: (1) very disastrous, rescue needed;

(2) new versus old extremes; (3) prepare for (material)

damage; (4) persons involved; (5) beyond imagination; and

(6) natural resource management.

These perspectives link-specific events, or types of

event, with their impacts, as well as with human action

that is, or is not, needed (i.e., preparation, rescue). The

priorities for human action for adaptation, coming out

of these components, are primarily: immediate help and

crisis management, in the case of very disastrous and

Table 2 Photographs ranked high and low for each perspective

Perspective Ranks the highest Ranks the lowest

Perspective 1 Photograph 13; photograph 5 Photograph 12; photograph 9

Perspective 2 Photograph 9 Photograph 10; photograph 1

Perspective 3 Photograph 11; photograph 13; photograph 2 Photograph 6; photograph 12

Perspective 4 Photograph 8; photograph 5 Photograph 12; photograph 14

Perspective 5 Photograph 5; photograph 4 Photograph 12; photograph 1

Perspective 6 Photograph 4 Photograph 11; photograph 2

Table 3 Determinants of differences in perspectives

Sectors Relation to extreme

weather

Concern

(AA = 44 %)

Information

(AA = 55 %)

Prior event

(Yes = 41 %)

Perspective 1 Tourism 7; hospitality 5; vulnerable 6;

crisis 2; water 1

Affected 18

Responding 3

57 % 29 % 14 %

Perspective 2 Hospitality 2; transport 4; tourism 4;

health 3; crisis 2; vulnerable 1

Affected 11

Responding 5

71 % 59 % 24 %

Perspective 3 Tourism 4; transport 3; health 1; water 2;

crisis 2

Affected 7

Responding 5

25 % 42 % 8 %

Perspective 4 Crisis 4; water 3; tourism 3 Affected 3

Responding 7

0 % 80 % 100 %

Perspective 5 Water 5; hospitality 3; tourism 3;

transport 1; health 1;

Affected 7

Responding 6

62 % 77 % 78 %

Perspective 6 Health 4 Responding 4 0 % 60 % 60 %
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catastrophic events, such as intense storms (perspective 1);

addressing heat waves and drought, which we know little

about and they are relatively recent (perspective 2); pre-

paring infrastructure such as buildings as much as possible

for extremes (perspective 3); addressing events that

endanger human lives and have victims (perspective 4);

and complex adaptation measures related to water (short-

age) as changes in natural resource management and spatial

planning (perspective 6). Each perspective, therefore, pri-

oritizes different type of human action for adaptation to

extreme event. That means that adaptation to extreme

events resembles an unstructured problem, and robustness

of adaptation strategies, as strategies reflecting different

perspectives, is not a straightforward issue. Reconciliation

among different perspectives may not always be possible,

and we need to be aware of the fact that there may be

winners and losers in adaptation strategies, as robust, win–

win strategies that cut across all perspectives may be

impossible.

Our results indicate that differences among the per-

spectives cannot be reduced to differences in economic

sectors. Our concern with involving different sectors in

adaptation governance and focusing on sectors to create

societal awareness may be too limiting as a strategy.

Instead, our results indicate that we need to involve actors

with different underlying perspectives, in order to attempt

to bridge some differences where possible.

Differences in perspectives were related to a broader

link with extreme events: sectors mainly affected versus

sectors mainly responding professionally to extreme

weather. In the first two perspectives, individuals who are

mostly affected by extreme weather are over-represented.

We can imagine that for vulnerable individuals and sectors,

the extent to which rescue is needed (perspective 1) is of

vital importance, whereas professionals who respond with

rescue in such cases probably feel that this is not priority

for adaptation, because they already have a role in

responding and rescuing during these circumstances. For

the second perspective, we can also understand that pro-

fessionals who have to respond to extreme weather are

probably more knowledgeable with respect to ‘‘new, more

recent’’ extremes, such as heat waves, and thus did not

prioritize this perspective.

The level of concern was also relevant to understand the

differences between perspectives. The perspectives ‘‘Peo-

ple involved’’ and ‘‘Natural resources management’’ are

comprised exclusively of constructs from interviewees with

below average level of concern. It can be the case that

people with low degree of personal concern focus on the

importance of ‘‘impersonal’’ adaptation measures (related

to natural resources management). But the fact that these

individuals also score low on focus on personal involve-

ment and impacts on people (perspective 4) makes us think

that the personal impacts of extreme weather events in

perspective 4 are mentioned in a somewhat professional

and detached manner from individuals with a lot of

knowledge and prior participation to dedicated events.

In addition, individuals with high level of concern tend

to prioritize more descriptive perspectives (cold vs. hot;

level of extremity) and not prioritize more elaborate per-

spectives (i.e., health and societal impacts; level of com-

plexity of adaptation measures). It could be the case that

individuals, who feel more than average concerned, feel

concerned because they lack more elaborate knowledge on

extreme weather events. In a previous study, it was found

that the number of information sources one is exposed to is

positively linked to perceived level of preparedness (Ba-

solo et al. 2009). Individuals who participate thus in such

events may feel more prepared, and thus less concerned,

than individuals who do not participate in such events.

The level of self-reported information seems to play a

less important role in the shaping of components than the

level of concern. Highly informed individuals are over-

represented in the components related to societal and health

impacts, as well as level of extremity, and economic costs.

It could be the case that these two components are more

related to more elaborate knowledge about extreme

weather. It could also be the case that level of concern and

information is linked in a different way: people who focus

on impacts on human lives and health (perspective 4) will

inform themselves better than people who mainly worry

about less-far-reaching consequences.

Finally, participation in prior events seems to be the most

influential factor in the shaping of perspectives. Interviewees

with prior participation in workshops are underrepresented in

descriptive, common sense perspectives, whereas they are

overrepresented in the more elaborate perspectives. These

interviewees may have thus been primed through their par-

ticipation, in drawing on elaborate perspectives. Our original

expectation that individuals with prior participation to such

events would tend to draw on formal knowledge and prioritize

more elaborate perspectives seems to be confirmed.

With respect to the role of education, organization of

workshops and dissemination of knowledge about extreme

weather events, the results point to some interesting

insights. Individuals who participate in events, workshops

or lectures, etc. on climate change or extreme weather

events are underrepresented in some components and

especially the component related to the need to prepare in

advance for the possibility of extreme weather. This could

be linked to the increased sense of preparedness that

additional information sources provide, as found by pre-

vious studies (Basolo et al. 2009). Many such events have

the implicit intention of mobilizing for adaptation and

preparedness to extreme weather events. This, however,

should not be taken for granted.
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The emphasis of our study on perspectives as opposed to

risk perceptions was successful. The interviewees were less

inclined to answer on the basis of heuristics and biases. In

addition, it becomes clear that the way individuals relate to

extreme weather is much more complex than estimating

how high the risks of its impact will be. We suggest that

communication events, as well as interaction between

stakeholders and policymakers on defining adaptation pri-

orities should start by investigating the underlying per-

spectives of the participants. This would provide a firm

ground on which constructive conflict methodologies can

be used, given the differences in perspectives (Cuppen

2012). Repertory grid analysis proved useful in this, since

it facilitated bottom-up elicitation of these perspectives.

The results of the study should be read with care. Our

interviewees could be more concerned or knowledgeable

about extreme weather events, than a random sample of the

Dutch population. In the invitation for the interviews, we

indicated the topic of the research, and one could expect that

those agreeing to participate may have had some interest in

extreme weather events, either by having knowledge about it,

or either by feeling concerned about it. This does not invali-

date our results, however, because close to half of our indi-

viduals reported above average level of information and above

average level of concern. The number of interviews we con-

ducted ensures a saturation point of constructs, since 15–25

interviews are enough to capture the entirety of different

constructs, according to previous repertory grid analyses.

Further analysis needs to be conducted, to link how dif-

ferent communication strategies can target each of these

underlying perspectives, so that scientific and policy-relevant

information on adaptation to extremes can be successfully

communicated to different social actors. However, we cannot

take for granted that this information will actually lead to

behavioral change (McEvoy et al. 2010), nor to change of the

underlying perspectives. As other unstructured problems,

designing robust adaptation strategies may come about

through constructive conflict, rather than reconciliation.
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